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Pain defined as an “unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage, or described in terms of such damage” [1], is a major health care crisis of this century. It is also one of the leading causes for health service utilisation in Australia, costing $34 billion per annum to the economy [2]. The number of lives affected by pain would be very high, if the emotional, physical, and financial challenges of those caring for people experiencing pain were added up.

Pain is often differentiated as either chronic or acute, both of which are important issues in the human experience and in healthcare. However, Australia is currently facing an exploding epidemic of chronic pain [3]. Primarily because chronic pain typically is not a straightforward physical problem but is accompanied with psychological, emotional and social distress, which challenges its management especially for cultural minority groups. Cultural and social environment, which is inclusive of beliefs, customs, languages, relationships with self, society and environment significantly influences how an individual experiences pain (which is defined in terms as a psychological experience-with emotional and behavioural components). Culture can also encourage adverse health beliefs [4], which are central to negative experiences with health care [5,6]. It is therefore imperative to understand the cultural epidemiology of pain to understand how culture and belief system influence the pain experience for Australia’s most marginalised populations, Indigenous Australians. This will allow us to expand our understanding of psychological (thoughts, feelings, behaviours) and social (culture, networks) factors guiding the pain experienced by Indigenous Australians.

Despite access to pain management being declared as a fundamental human right [7] pain essentially remains unrecognised as a health concern for Indigenous populations. Although pain forms an indivisible component of the major health conditions linked with poor life expectancy in the Australian Indigenous population; cardiovascular disease, lung disease, diabetes, chronic kidney disease, musculoskeletal disease and cancer. The 2017 report from the Australian Bureau of Statistics [8], did not include pain as a health outcome or indicator for Indigenous Australians. Pain on its own or as an adjunct may cause severe physical disability and emotional and social suffering and depression, which may further culminate into unemployment, low self-worth, and social isolation. Lower socio-economic status and poor access to effective pain management further increases Indigenous communities’ risk of living with chronic painful conditions [9], which further highlights the need to evaluate and treat pain in this vulnerable group. This gap in knowledge about pain experience of Indigenous
populations is acknowledged by Australia’s National Health and Medical Research Council [10].

Majority of the current literature on pain, report on findings from studies conducted largely on Caucasian populations. There are limited studies informing the concepts of pain, pain assessment and pain relief amongst Indigenous people, both in the Australian and international contexts [11]. Studies suggest that Indigenous people exhibit less observable pain behaviours [12, 13] and a reluctance to discuss the origin of their pain [11], plausibly because pain which diminishes strength is viewed as a weakness [14]. However, these scales used in these studies for measuring pain intensity, functioning (physical, emotional, cognitive) and impact in Indigenous people are set to standards based on data collected from non-Indigenous populations. It is plausibly, that these standards fail to fully capture the circumstances of Indigenous Australians, particularly their relationship to country and the importance of the holistic framework when considering their overall health and social/emotional wellbeing. The frame of reference that Indigenous Australians use to conceptualise pain may not be the same as that of the non-Indigenous populations [12] for example Indigenous patients may not be able to report experience of pain on a numerical rating scale.

In addition, stereotypes that Indigenous Australians and other cultural minority groups worldwide may be more vulnerable to addiction from opioids and other substances may affect clinicians’ approaches to management of both acute and chronic pain in these groups. Certainly, the opioid crisis that is affecting many industrialized countries [15,16] and alcohol-related addictions are a concern for Indigenous Australians [17], but to assume greater predisposition to opioid addiction is stereotyping, and may be associated with insufficient management of pain. This could explain why some studies report that African Americans (USA) are incompletely and insufficiently managed [18], with this group being prescribed less pain medication for the same condition than Caucasians [19]. The lack of knowledge of Indigenous cultural beliefs surrounding pain [20] and lack of research explicitly seeking to examine the impact of Indigenous-specific factors on pain, is adding to the gap.

The most pragmatic solution for this problem would be applying a person centred care (PCC) approach for collecting information regarding Indigenous pain experience, but that alone is not enough. PCC is endorsed by the Department of Health, Australian Government [8], WHO [21] and Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Healthcare [22], for effective delivery of health. Integrating the voices and views of Indigenous communities into care planning can also
be an effective strategy for closing the gap in Indigenous health outcomes. The PCC approach is based on four pillars: patient-as person; biopsychosocial perspective; sharing power and responsibility, and therapeutic alliance [23]. This approach will allow involvement of the patient and general Indigenous community; health care providers and stakeholders who are involved in the provision of or are affected by Indigenous healthcare. Additionally, PCC acts as an ideal vehicle for collection of rich data, which will assist the development, designing and implementation of culturally-relevant scales and strategies [23]. Nevertheless, specific knowledge about the experience and report of pain among Indigenous Australians is necessary in order to provide relevant information to clinicians, patients, and indigenous groups themselves.

In light of these findings, it is imperative that widely used pain assessment scales be studied, and new norms created, or instruments adapted and modified, to more accurately capture Indigenous cultural values and how they frame the experience of pain. Theoretically, conceptualising pain and its associated co-morbidities among the Indigenous Australian population will increase awareness and provide much-needed information about an important health condition. Developing pain assessment instruments that are valid and reliable in the Indigenous health context may produce findings that can facilitate developing a framework for tailored pain measurement and management which can also be applied to broader spectrum of health conditions observed in Indigenous Australians and, indeed, to Indigenous populations at an international level.
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